Earn an ASU bachelor’s degree at Central Arizona College.

- **Save money.** Benefit from earning a high-quality degree at a reduced tuition rate.
  
  students.asu.edu/tuition

- **Study in Pinal County.** Complete your ASU bachelor’s degree without having to relocate.

Seamlessly transfer college credits.

**Plan your path** toward your ASU degree while eliminating the guesswork from transferring with MyPath2ASU™ or AAS to BAS programs.

mymaxpath2asu.asu.edu

---

**Choose from three ASU degree programs:**

**Applied science (applied leadership), BAS**

If you have already earned or are earning an AAS degree, this is an ideal program to learn effective leadership skills and take the next step in your career.

**Organizational leadership, BA**

Advance your career and become a leader in your organization. Develop the skills and knowledge to manage resources, communicate effectively, use emerging technologies and lead projects.

**Organizational leadership (project management), BA**

With a concentration in project management, you’ll develop the skills and knowledge to advance in your career as a project manager or project leader. Covering many fields, organizational leadership courses prepare you for complex project oversight, organizational assessment, project leadership and more.

For more information, contact Gerry West at Gerald.L.West@asu.edu.
**Transfer tools available to you: MyPath2ASU™**

As one of the nation’s top 20 institutions for undergraduate education, Arizona State University is committed to helping transfer students create a seamless college journey to ASU. MyPath2ASU™ is your suite of customized self-service transfer tools.

[admission.asu.edu/transfer/pinal](https://admission.asu.edu/transfer/pinal)

**The MyPath2ASU™ transfer experience**

1. Create your own MyPath2ASU™ by choosing from one of ASU’s 400+ online and on-ground degrees. Then, sign up for MyPath2ASU™ and begin to track your progress toward your transfer to ASU.

2. Complete MyPath2ASU™ and apply to transfer to ASU to become a Sun Devil.

3. Finish your ASU degree and get closer to achieving your academic goals.

**Benefits**

MyPath2ASU™ includes 400+ course-by-course major maps into on-ground and online ASU degrees. By picking a major and identifying your transfer institution, MyPath2ASU™ helps you select what courses to take at your transfer institution for your ASU major. MyPath2ASU™ creates a seamless transfer experience to ASU after earning credits or an associate degree from a U.S. community college or university.

[admission.asu.edu/mypath2asu](https://admission.asu.edu/mypath2asu)

- **Save time and money by helping to plan your path to degree completion.**
- **Customize course-by-course pathways to minimize loss of transfer credit.**
- **Track course applicability and degree progress in real time through tools like My Transfer Guide.**
- **Earn guaranteed admission into your major of choice if all requirements are satisfied**.
- **Receive personalized communications from ASU transfer specialists and pre-enrollment services, and invitations to special events to help you prepare for your ASU major.**

**Transfer tools available to you:**

- MyPath2ASU™

---

*Up to 15 additional hours of lower-division general studies coursework can be completed prior to transferring to ASU. Transfer up to 75 community college credits toward this degree, with 45 credits to be completed at ASU. If lower-division general studies requirements are not complete prior to transferring, the courses can be taken at Central Arizona College or ASU. All degree requirements must be met prior to graduation from ASU.

**General university admission is guaranteed upon one of the following:**

1. Completion of an associate degree from a regionally accredited higher education institution with a minimum 2.00 cumulative GPA (Arizona residents) or 2.50 cumulative GPA (nonresidents).
2. Completion of 24 or more transferable semester credits post-high school with a minimum cumulative transfer GPA of 2.50 (4.00 = “A”) and verification of high school graduation or the equivalent.

**Note:** Some ASU colleges and schools have additional or higher requirements for admission into their majors. Students will also need to submit an ASU admission application, including an application fee and other required documents, such as official college/university transcripts.

MyPath2ASU™ pathway programs include a minimum of 24 credit hours. Students with fewer than 24 transfer credit hours will need to meet the appropriate admission requirements.
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